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secondary landmark
Ana María Rojo López
landmark which stands out as less prominent than the primary one in a processual predication with multiple landmarks.

sekundäre Landmarke
Landmarke in einer prozessualen Prädikation mit mehreren Landmarken, die weniger sichtbar ist als die primäre Landmarke.

The secondary landmark proﬁles an elaboration site elaborated by a relational complement, hence its identity with the relational landmark. It prototypically
proﬁles a schematic situation or destination which is elaborated by a prepositional complement, as in the sentence Mark put the books on the shelf

,

where Mark is the schematic trajector, the books is the schematic landmark and on the shelf is the schematic destination, also referred to as secondary
landmark.
A similar example is provided by LANGACKER (1991: 352) in connection with there -clauses, such as There be a vase on the table

, where the trajector of be

is the primary landmark elaborated by the nominal complement a vase and the secondary landmark is the schematic situation invoked by be , which is
instantiated by the relational complement on the table .
However, the secondary landmark may also proﬁle an elaboration site elaborated by a verbal complement. This is why the secondary landmark also plays
a relevant role in causative constructions of the types Her son made her laugh , where the secondary landmark is an elaboration site elaborated by a verb
stem (i.e., laugh ), and The bad weather caused the concert to be cancelled

, where the secondary landmark is an elaboration site elaborated by an

inﬁnitival complement (i.e., to be ).
Another instance of a secondary landmark typically elaborated by a verbal complement is that of complex sentences which involve physical perception, as
in They heard the siren whining . In this sentence, the trajector is elaborated by the subject they, the primary landmark (lm 1) by the direct object the

siren , and the secondary or relational landmark (lm 2 ) by the progressive whining, which serves as elaboration site for the complement clause.
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